Mirror Adjustments and
Blind Spot Recognition

Reference Guide and Test

INTRODUCTION
1) A school bus offers many components that help to make it one of the safest
vehicles on roadways today. Some of the components that buses are equipped
with are there to ensure the safety of everyone onboard. One of the most widely
used components of a school bus is its mirrors. Mirrors are critical for several
reasons:
a) They help to recognize students, parents and pedestrians around the bus.
b) Mirrors aid a driver when monitoring traffic or making lane changes.
c) They are also used for turning, tire tracking and several other reasons.
2) In the video, we go over the steps it takes to make sure that your mirrors are
properly adjusted. Our guide throughout the video is Sarah Lemke, transportation
director at El Dorado Union High School District. We will also be joined by
Barbara Hicks, a safety trainer with many years of training experience under her
belt. They will be instructing Debbie Patterson, a school bus driver, on the
importance of understanding everything there is to know about the mirrors on the
school bus.

The Basics of Mirrors and their Zones
3) Mirrors are the most widely used components of a school bus. Good drivers rely
on their mirrors for several reasons. There have been numerous instances where
mirrors have been the reason that lives are saved. At the same time, accidents,
injuries and deaths could have been avoided by proper use of mirrors.
4) It is important to understand that there are several different configurations for
school bus mirrors. Some mirrors you can adjust by an electrical switch and some
require tools to adjust them. Configurations on different styles of buses are going
to vary. You should take the time to get used to the configuration on
different styles of buses as their placement may be slightly different.
Regardless of what the set up is, they are all going to be used in the same manner.

a) Left mirror zone Which is the left flat mirror and left convex mirror.
b) The right mirror zone Which is the right flat and convex mirrors.
c) Front mirror zone which is the cross over mirrors.
d) The onboard mirror zone
5) Each one of the mirror zones mentioned above are supposed to be adjusted to
see specific areas around the bus. Overall, they are self explanatory.
a) The left mirror zone will be used to view the left side area of the bus.
b) The right side mirror zone would be used to see the right side area.
c) The crossover mirror zone is used to see immediately in front of the bus.
d) The onboard mirror is used to see everything taking place INSIDE the
bus.
6) The purpose to knowing the zones that each mirror covers, is to make sure you
can see everything taking place on and around the bus at all times.
7) Before even starting to attempt mirror adjustments, you should
adjust your seat and steering wheel first. If you adjust your mirrors, then
adjust your seat your point of view to the mirror would change.
8) When adjusting your seat and steering wheel, you should be in a comfortable
position where your arms would not need to reach for the steering wheel and your
feet would rest flat on the floor.
9) Before attempting to adjust mirrors or even operate the bus, you should take
the time to make sure that all mirrors are thoroughly cleaned.
10) All of the steps mentioned need to be taken before even attempting to adjust
the mirrors. Take the time to understand the mirror configuration on the bus you
will be driving and make sure your seat adjustments are properly made before
making mirror adjustments.

Mirror Zones and Adjustments
11) When adjusting mirrors, it is important to have a good understanding of what
should be seen in those mirrors. In the video, we show cones that have been set up
around the bus. They are a visual aid to help recognize the areas that each mirror
should cover.
12) At the front of the bus there are 3 sets of cones

a) The first set is placed right at the front bumper.
b) The next set is placed 6 feet from the bumper.
c) And the last set 12 feet from the front bumper.
13) On the drivers side of the bus, also the area that the left mirror zone would
cover, there are a total of 3 cones.
a) One is placed 1 foot from the FRONT axle.
b) One is placed 1 foot from the REAR axle.
c) One is placed 6 feet from the REAR axle.

14) On the right side of the bus, there are cones placed:
a) 1 foot from the front axle.
b) 1 foot from the rear axle.
c) 6 feet from the rear axle.
d) 12 feet from rear axle.
15) In addition to that, there is one more cone and it has been placed at 200 feet
behind the bus and represents how far back the driver should see into their flat
mirrors.
16) The set up shown in the video is federally designed to to show you how to
maximize coverage out of each mirror.
17) Flat mirrors should be adjusted to see:
a) One inch of the side of the bus. You can use a ruler and marker when
first starting to adjust your mirrors for a visual reference.
b) You should be able to see 200 feet to the rear of the bus
c) You also want to see the rear tires touching the ground.
LEFT SIDE MIRROR ZONE
18) In the left flat mirror you should be able to see:
a) 1 inch of the side of the bus.
b) 200 feet to the rear of the bus.
c) The rear tire touching the ground.
d) And the markings set at 1 and 6 feet from the rear axle.
19) The left convex mirror is going to be located near the left flat mirror. It is
designed to give a wider field of view than the flat mirror. It is important to
understand that convex mirrors do not accurately reflect the size and
distance of objects around the bus.

20) When adjusting the left convex mirror, you would want to adjust it to see:
a) A sliver of the side of the bus.
b) The 1 and 6 foot markings that the flat mirror also picks up.
c) At least an additional lane over from that.
RIGHT SIDE MIRROR ZONE
21) When adjusting the right side flat mirror, you would want to do so as
mentioned earlier with the left side flat mirror. You would want to see:
a) 1 inch of the side of the bus.
b) 200 feet to the rear of the bus.
c) The rear wheels touching the ground.
d) The marking placed at 1 foot from the rear axle.
22) When those adjustments have been made, you would adjust the right side
convex mirror. The convex mirror should be able to pick up all markers
at the rear axle.
23) As explained in the video, the right side of the bus is where students load and
is considered to be part of the most dangerous area around the bus. The FLAT
mirror will not be able to pick up the markings at 6 and 12 feet from
the rear tire. However, you should be able to easily see all 3 markings
when looking into the CONVEX mirror when it is properly adjusted.
FRONT MIRROR ZONE
24) When adjusting your crossover mirrors, you would want to see:
a) the 3 sets of cones at the front of the bus. Note: there may be instances
where the crossover mirrors do not pick up the last set of cones (set at 12
feet in front of the bus.) If that is the case, you should be able to visually
recognize the cones without using the mirrors.

b) the markings that are 1 foot from both of the front axles.
c) the student loading door.
25) Barbara brought up a good point in the video. Mirrors are at their optimal best
when used in conjunction with each other. When they are used in this fashion, you
will be able to recognize students and vehicles around the bus with more ease.
FRONT MIRROR ZONE
26) When adjusting the onboard mirror, you would want to see the top of the
mirror line up with the emergency exit at the rear. This will give you the best view
of all seats.
27) The exercises illustrated in the video are critical to help you
visualize what you should be seeing in each mirror. Knowing each mirror
zone and the areas they cover should come naturally after plenty of practice.

Recognizing Blind Spots
28) When you are adjusting your mirrors, the purpose is to get the most optimal
view around the bus. However, it is equally important to understand the
areas around the bus that you cannot see. Those areas are the blind spots.
29) In the next exercise, Sarah uses rope. The rope helps to give Debbie a
visual idea of her mirrors’ limitations. The point to this exercise is to
get a visual idea of what CANNOT be seen.
30) For this, Debbie sits in the drivers seat and watches her left flat mirror. Sarah
stands at the rear of the bus and slowly walks to the left while holding the rope.
The instant the rope becomes out of view in the flat flat mirror, Debbie honks the
horn and Sarah drops the rope.
31) Sarah then has Debbie exit the bus to get a better visualization of the area that
she will NOT be able to see in her left flat mirror. Debbie does the same exercise

with the right side flat mirror.
32) We show this from an overhead view in the video (see below). When looking
at it from above, you can see the area that the flat mirrors would cover on each
side. The convex mirrors will add a wider field of vision than the flat mirror. Sarah
also brought up another good point. The left side ropes extend further than the
right side. This is due to a greater distance to the mirror from the drivers point of
view.

33) You should take the time to apply this training method to get a better idea of
what CANNOT be seen in your mirrors. By doing so, you will know your mirror’s
limitations and can use in conjunction with other mirrors or by moving your body
to get a better view.
34) Not only do blind spots limit what a driver can see, but also, the
mirrors themselves even produce blind spots.
35) For the next exercise, Sarah has Debbie again uses the ropes, but this time
Debbie will honk when she sees the rope appear from behind the mirror.

36) Once Sarah lays the second rope down you can see the area in which the
mirror produces a blind spot. The right side flat mirror obstructs most of this area
from Debbies view when sitting in her seat.

37) How would you be able to see in the areas that the mirror is blocking? The
answer is simple, move your body to get a better view around the
mirrors. This technique is called Rock and rolling. Sarah does the same thing on
the left side of the bus.
38) Sarah does the same thing on the left side of the bus. Sarah then has Debbie
exit the bus to get a visual understanding of the area that is being concealed by the
left side mirrors. The blind area that the mirror makes is big enough to block cars
and people.
39) The bottom line is to not be lazy and not become complacent. Move
your body to see the blind spots behind the mirrors. This is extremely
important when entering or preparing to leave loading zones and bus stops. The
only way to know what is behind the mirrors is to move your body to get a better
view.

40) Proper mirror adjustments and knowing the blind spots around your bus is
critical to understand before attempting to operate the bus. Take the time to learn
how to look INTO the mirrors and not at them. Take the time to have an
understanding of the different zones that each mirror covers and make the
appropriate adjustments. Most of the issues stemming from the use of school bus
mirrors is complacency. Remember that every step to adjusting your mirrors is
critical when transporting our most precious cargo.

TEST QUESTIONS
1) All mirrors need tools to be adjusted.
TRUE or FALSE
2) As a rule of thumb, in both flat mirrors, you should see _________of the bus.
a) 1 inch
b) 2 inches
c) 1 and 1/2 inches
d) none of the above
3) Convex mirrors do not accurately reflect the size and distance of objects in it.
TRUE or FALSE
4) There is no need to adjust the seat as long as you can reach your steering wheel.
TRUE or FALSE
5) The right flat mirror should pick up all 3 markings at the rear tire.
TRUE or FALSE
6) Mirrors are at their optimal best when used in conjunction with each other.
TRUE or FALSE
7) The right cross view mirror should be able to pick up the student loading door.
TRUE or FALSE
8) The best way to see into blind spots is to move your body.
TRUE or FALSE
9) There is no particular way to adjust the onboard mirror.
TRUE or FALSE
10) Both flat mirrors should see the marking at 200 feet to the rear.
TRUE or FALSE

ANSWER KEY
1) FALSE
2) a
3) TRUE
4) FALSE
5) FALSE
6) TRUE
7) TRUE
8) TRUE
9) FALSE
10) TRUE

